
INSTITUTE OF INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY

Roll No Name

Mr Kamran Dahri 2K16/IT/94 Syed Ali Hyder

0 2K16/IT/36 Huzaifa Mustafa

Mr. Imran Anwar 2K16/IT/70 Noman Ali

0 2K16/IT/106 Kashan Mughal

Mr. Kamran Dahri 2K16/IT/24 Dildar

0 2K16/IT/104 Akash Kumar

Mr. Kamran Dahri 2K16/IT/68 Nasir Ali Kalmati

0 2K16/IT/98 Syed Zeeshan Hyder

Mr.Kamran Dahri 2K16/IT/51 Misha Sanjrani

0 2K16/IT/56 Mudasir Hussain

Dr. Dil Nawaz Hakro 2K16/IT/63 Muhammad Saim Hashmi

0 2K16/IT/17 Anjali Mandhan

Dr. Zeeshan Bhatti 2K16/IT/77 Saad Shahid

Mr. Kamran Dahri 2K16/IT/ 0

Dr. Arifa Bhutto 2K16/IT/91 Sufia M. Rafique

Mr. Kamran Dahri 2K16/IT/88 Shazia Solangi

Mr. Kamran Dahri 2K16/IT/89 Sidra Wagan

0 2K16/IT/29 Hadia Siddiqui

8 ITM-08
Web Portal for Department of Sports UoS {OLD: 
Dynamic Website for sports}

Received / 
Accepted

Very simple and small project, already developed previously. Think of a better new idea. How the 
project will be categorized as Dynamic? Currently will only display Gym timings and upcoming events , 

which are only two web pages, how can this be a FYP project? Resubmit with more features and 
options or New idea. Must not be Dummy project, and available online.

9 ITM-09 Online Blood Bank Management
Resubmit New 
{Not Received}  

FAIL

Very simple and small project. Previously such projects already developed. Not many features with 
quality contribution as FYP. Add more features, options, and objectives. Change such small project 

ideas with more latest technology. Must not be dummy project and should contain real world data and 
availble online. 

6 ITM-06 Speech Recognition for Sindhi Language
Received / 
Accepted

Previously, the project has been made, how it is a new project? Methodology is too general. Its asimple 
speech recogniton piplene!! Distinguish as how your system differs from the existing works in terms of 
features, decoding methods, models and word retrieval methods? you do not need to write jet brains as 
its just an IDE for python. Highly complex project, as Sindhi voice Recognition s very Difficult due to 

large set of phonetics and pronounciations complexities. 

7 ITM-07 Augmented Reality based e-Shoping
Received / 
Accepted

More details are rquired which are missing from methdology. Please mention the scope of the objects 
for the 3D  model. Which 3D  models will be used? Will you use any existing platform or 

infrasturecture? You said realtime, is it soft realtime or hard realtime? how will you asses and evaluate 
its realtime applicability? 3D models will be general or personalized? without ising any existing platform 

or infrastrecture it seems too complex. Discuss with your supervisor.

4 ITM-04 PAK Tourist Guide
Resubmit New 
{Not Received}  

FAIL

Previously developed and many commonly  resources online are easily available. Too simple and small 
project with not many features to be a FYP project. Realtime navigations and maps is already provided 
by Google Maps and simple using the Goole Maps is not a FYP project. Add more features, options, 
objectives in the project. resubmit with changes. compare it with Agoda, Booking.com and AirBnB, 

5 ITM-05 Online Tour Guide
Resubmit New 
{Not Received}  

FAIL

Online Tour guide seems it is just providing the static information, and there is no other use of it? The 
same information is already available on through multiple websites, how will your project be different 
and beneficial?  How it will be Adaptive? How your project is compared to AirBnB, Agoda, and other 
similar websites? What are the new features in comparision to the exisiting projects? Similar projects 
has been submitted in IT morning . Resubmit, fill some meaningful and supportive justifications .  As 

previously also done,  need more feature, options 

2 ITM-02 Mobile Lab
Received / 
Accepted

Too simple project, Not feasible for FYP. Not enough features and options to be a final year project. 
Methodology is not clear and not strong. Add more features, increase the scope with more options and 
functions . Must have real data, dummy data not allowed and uploaded online. Please introduce new 

innovative features which can distinguish your project from already submitted.

3 ITM-03 Project Management System
Update          

{Not Received}

How the project is different from MS project? Project management System have already been 
developed in past, how this is a new project? Title is too general. Why Jquery & MySQL both are used? 

Kindly consult with your supervisor and discuss in details.

OLD Remarks 

1 ITM-01 Freelancing website for tutors
Resubmit         

{Not Received}

Similar project already done. Too simple and small project for FYP. Not enough features and options in 
the system. Add more features, increase the scope with more options and functions . Must have real 

data, dummy data not allowed and uploaded online. 
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Dr. Sandar Ali 
Khowaja

2K16/IT/11 Abdul Hassan Laghari

Mr. Kamran Dahri 2K16/IT/09 Abid Hussain Lashari

Dr. Arifa Bhutto 2K16/IT/43 Mahnoor Bhatti

Dr. Kamran Taj 2K16/IT/103 Urooj Fatima Memon

Mr. Kamran Dahri 2K16/IT/23 Badaruddin

0 2K16/IT/28 Ghulam Qadir

Dr. Zeeshan Bhatti 2K16/IT/75 Rida Shah

0 2K16/IT/82 Shahnoor Tunio

Mr. Raza Hussain 
Shah

2K16/IT/42 Khadija Kharal

Mr. Rahat Ali Khan 2K16/IT/ 0

Dr. Zeeshan Bhatti 2K16/IT/14 Ali Hyder Memon

Mr. Muhammad 
Hussain

2K16/IT/05 Abdul Mutalib

Dr. Zeeshan Bhatti 2K16/IT/97 Syed Shaheryar Shah

0 2K16/IT/35 Husban Qureshi

Dr. Muhammad Ali 2K16/IT/85 Shahzeb Memon

Mr. Kamran Dahri 2K16/IT/01 Aadil Hussain Channa

Dr. Kamran Taj 2K16/IT/79 Sajjad Hussain Rind

Mr. Kamran Dahri 2K16/IT/08 Abid Sanjrani

Mr. S. Raza Shah 2K16/IT/95 Syed Hasnain Raza

Mr. Rahat Ali Khan 2K16/IT/02 Abbas Ali Bugti

Mr. S. Raza Shah 2K16/IT/60 M. Ayyaz Bhatti

Mr. Rahat Ali Khan 2K16/IT/54 Moiz Uddin Abro

20 ITM-20
Andoid SMS Application with end-to-end 
encryyption

Received / 
Accepted

What encryption Algorithm and technique will be used? Too Simple Project and with very little 
innovative work,. Add more features, increase the scope with more options and functions . What 

prototype will you use for SMS? Unclear project description. How will you update or provide better 
veriosn then Blackberry Messaging app?

18 ITM-18 Online Pharmacy System
Received / 
Accepted

Project Description of Unclear, Is it like Online shopping application, in such case many e-shoping apps 
have already been developed and are available online, so submit new idea. If this is a Pharamacy 

Inventory Management system, then be specific and clear about your project aims and objects with 
relative methodology. Give more details of Store inventory system and requiremets of such store. 

REsubmit after update

19 ITM-19 Secure e-Learning using Data Mining Technique
Received / 
Accepted

In the proposed application, user or student login to application and access different materials posted by 
the different faculty members. Mention the data mining technique you are using , also comeup with 

some more features and options. Resubmit after updating the proposal

16 ITM-16
Website of Event Management and Market of 
Organizers (Event-Mart)

Resubmit {Not 
Received} 

FAIL

Too simple and Small project, Add more features and options . Must have real data of event locations. 
Specify key locations and banquet halls that will work with you in this project.Project must be available 

online in realtime. Must contact and use Real Vendors. 

17 ITM-17 One to many Social media posting System
 Received / 
Accepted

The objectives and aim of the project are not aligned with the problem defined. Please write clearly the 
scope and uniqueness of your project. Please resubmit the project proposal after discussion with your 

supervisor. Yahoo is search engine, and Gmail is an Email client, How will you use these as Social 
Media or for social media integration? Very unclear project. How will you drive the traffic to your 

website? what content strategy will be used? OBJECTIVES are totally copypasted from internet and do 
not tie with project title and design.

14 ITM-14 Transparent Glass Solar Panel Based Green House
Received / 
Accepted

Project Description is very unclear. What Exactly will you do in this project? What are the main targets 
and objectives? Are you designing a Greenhouse System? Which is not related to IT based FYP . Are 

you developing a App to control solar panel and its effects? This doesnot seem to be IT related project. 
I think Transparent solar panels are not available easily and difficult to get, confirm this also. Installation 

of solar panel is just not enough for final year project , If you are making an application to control the 
solar panel then be specific and comeup with the application details.

15 ITM-15
Importance of Saving Water & Plants (3D animated 
Movie)

Received / 
Accepted

Please mention the scope of the project with clear steps and objectives. Many such projects have been 
made on animation during last few years, how is your project different, what new tools techniques you 
will use. Write down the objects which will be animated and modelling steps. Results must be realistic 

and of High quality. Animation has to be professional.

12 ITM-12
Disease Dictionary with Voice {OLD:Symptomatic 
App}

Received / 
Accepted

Title is very unclear . Previously multimple versions of such medical smart doctor applications have 
been developed. How it is different from them.Chage the Idea. Too small and simple for FYP. Add 

more features, options,and objects in the project. Medical self diagnosis is very difficult and dangerous, 
how will your system implement self diagnosis? Will you use A.I and Machine Learning? What 

algorithms and techniques will be implemented for self diagnosis.? Resubmit after change 

13 ITM-13
E-Labour {OLD:Believe in Yourself (3D Animated 
Movie)}

Received / 
Accepted

Please clearly mention the scope of the project. What will be the story, models, project objectives. Must 
use their own own models. Animation has to be realistic with acurate rendering and high quality.

10 ITM-10
Hand Gesture Recognition based on Pakistan Sign 
Language with Static image dataset

Received / 
Accepted

Mention few names of Machine learning algorithms used in the Project Descripton. Will yoy develop a 
Android app or web application.? As the objective suggests that it only does the analysis and then 

Purpose the machine learning algorithms.

11 ITM-11
Ride Sharing App for Univesity Students 
{OLD:CTCH Univ Bus on Time}

Received / 
Accepted

How can this be FYP project focusing only on Sindh University Traport system . Already similar 
projects made in past two years. Very Simple and Small project. Not many features and options to make 

it a complete project, Only displaying time of point with google maps of locations is not enough as a 
project. Add more features, options and users. increase its scope. Displaying bus routes only is already a 
commonly known , what will you contribute as project? Data must be real and project available online 

or on playstore. need to rethink the idea and objectives. 



Dr. Zeeshan Bhatti 2K16/IT/74 Reshmail Naeem

0 2K16/IT/102 Unsa Laghari

D. Zeeshan Bhatti 2K16/IT/48 Maryam Arshad

Supervisor 2K16/IT/50 Midhat Shaikh

Mr. Kamran Dahri 2K16/IT/83 Shahzaib Memon

0 2K16/IT/87 Sharjeel Alvi

Mr. Kamran Dahri 2K16/IT/80 Santosh Kumar

0 2K16/IT/10 Abid Jabbar

Dr. Muhammad Ali 2K16/IT/18 Arsal Faraz

0 2K16/IT/13 Ahsan Ibrahim

Mr. Kamran Dahri 2K16/IT/71 Partab Singh

0 2K16/IT/76 Rizwanullah Channa

Mr. Kamran Dahri 2K16/IT/99 S. Mahoor Fatima

0 2K16/IT/100 S. Mahrukh Fatima

Mr. Kamran Dahri 2K16/IT/86 Shamayem Khan

Mr. Faheem Abbasi 2K16/IT/96 Syeda Nimrah Adil

Dr. Kamran Taj 2K16/IT/07 Abdul Waqar

Mr. Muhammad 
Hussain

2K16/IT/73 Rahul Baboo

Dr. Arifa Bhutto 2K16/IT/59 M. Awais Bhatti

0 2K16/IT/34 Hira Nasir

30 ITM-30
The Screaming Wrapper {OLD: We Blame Society 
but we're Society (3D Animated Movie)}

Received / 
Accepted

Please correct the title, its Semantically incorect. Increase the length and scope of the Animation. Just 
One example is not enough. Write clear objectives of your project, how you are incorporating the native 

language & which native language will be used? Write clearly similar projects section, you have just 
mentioned their names. please re-submit with mofifications.

28 ITM-28 IICT Books and Things (BnT)
Update  {Not 

Received}

It’s a good idea but the scope needs to be wide. Add more features and options as currently too simple 
and small project for FYP. Change the title to include used items; for example Chairs, table, TV. To 
include other people (Not only students) for example:  Employees, Teachers, etc. Title suggestions:: 

"Free Cycle:, "MySell items", "etc. = Please correct the objectives accordingly, - In the similar projects 
please refer the free cycle.org

29 ITM-29 Collaborative Tutoring {OLD: Effective Tutoring}
Received / 
Accepted

Title is mismatch with the project description - Update it . Project description needs to be clear, whether 
it is online tutoring or student will go to another student to learn , in that case it si platform to just 

register, which is not a FYP project. add more features and options with widened scope. please write 
objective of the project clearly, i.e. to create website, to create database at backend, Different module 

etc should be given.

26 ITM-26
Tool Tax Management & Security System {OLD: 
Remote Access Database via secure Website}

Received / 
Accepted

Project Title not correct, Project scope & idea not clear, whether it is a system for toll tax paying 
remotely or vehicle security management? How are QR code generated? Objectives are not clear, No 

design Methodology given. Is it a Desktop or Web Application  . The title is "Remote Access Databse.." 
where as the objectives talking about reducing Criminal activites on raods ?? helping Highway Police to 

check vehicles? Payment method for Tol Tax> What is exactly are you trying to do inthis project? it 
seems a comple copy paste without any connection. 

27 ITM-27 Developing web portal of Tourism of Pakistan
Received / 
Accepted

Please extend the scope of project from simple information going to add other features, for example trip 
adcisory/[lanning or booking of hotels. Add more features, options, and Objetives. As cuurently its too 
small and simple project for FYP. Already three exactly same projects have been submit in IT morning 
need to verify and differentiate your work. Write objectives of the project: for example "To create an 

interactive website" , "to create database at backends..". = There are several such web portals available. 
Why this project is required.

24 ITM-24
Online Database Management System for Oracle 
Server

Update {Not 
Received}

There are many tasks that can be done for managing the database, clearly specify those tasks.  Other 
tools are alse available like TOAD etc, which are professional, How it si different from them? Limit 

your scope.

25 ITM-25 Postgraduate Management System
Received / 
Accepted

Please write clearly the objection of the project, do not mention the advantages of project, for example: 
"Less Errors". -Also improve the similar project section, gives their brief desciption, just mentioning 
links doesn't tell us anything about these projects. Project must be real with actual data incordination 

with postgraduate office, It has to be online live project,

22 ITM-22
Virtual Reality baed learning for Special Needs 
Children

Received / 
Accepted

Please correct the introduciton section, specifically avoid using abbreviation ASD, VR without first 
mentioning their full term (Virtual Reality). Also please write clearly the problem to be solved.

23 ITM-23 Home Automation & security System
Update {Not 

Received}

Please write clearly the project Objectives, ie.e Objectives of the App for example to tcontrol light 
remotely, to allow secure admission to house using facial recognition/ biometric etc. Also discuss how 

this project is different from past projects or have automation and security. Improve language 
"following staff" is not correct. - Web based + Hardware based both will be difficult - limit your scope.

21 ITM-21 Augmented Reality baed kids learning
Received / 
Accepted

The idea is good but lacks clarity. The project aim and objectives should be clearly written, also 
improvement required in the scope & introduction section. As this is an augmented reality based 

project, please include the "Device" to be used for visulization in tool section. Also elaborate on the 
targeted student age group / level in the scope. Re-submit the project with relevant changes 

incorporated.



Mr. Muhammad 
Hussain

2K16/IT/05 Inayatullah

Mr. Rahat Ali Khan 2K16/IT/39 Iqbal Lakho

S. Raza Hussain Shah 2K16/IT/52 Mohsin Ali

Mr. Rahat Ali Khan 2K16/IT/67 Najeeb ur Rehman

Dr. Lachman Das 2K16/IT/58 Muhammad Aquib
Mr. Kamran Dahri 2K16/IT/ 0
Mr. Kamran Dahri 2K16/IT/72 Qasir Sher Mirani

0 2K16/IT/107 hahzeb Azam Korai

Mrs. Nazish Basir 2K16/IT/04 Abdul Majeed

0 2K16/IT/64 Muhammad Saqib

Mr. Kamran Dahri 2K16/IT/66 Nabeel Ahmed

0 2K16/IT/90 Sohail Ahmed

Dr. Arifa Bhutto 2K16/IT/30 Hafeezullah

0 2K16/IT/40 Ishfaque Ahmed

Mr. Muhammad 
Hussain

2K16/IT/06 Abdul Waheed Mahar

Mr. Kamran Dahri 2K16/IT/37 Ihtisham Anwar Solangi

Muhammad Hussain 
Pirzada

2K16/IT/61 Muhammad Faheem 

Rahat Ali Khan 2K16/IT/19 Arsalan Bashir

38 ITM-38 Easy Tutor
Received Same 
Project/ Ensure 

Suggestions

How this project is Different from exising system, eg. Coursera, Udemy, Moodle, etc., Many other 
projects have already been made and available with same concept and more advacne features. Kindly 

resubmit with more features and options, with new concept idea and objectives.

39 ITM-39 Online Shopping Based on Rating
Resbmit New 

{Not Received} 
FAIL

This project is not clear, what they want to do? Either create own shopping portal OR a mediatery 
platform (like Daraz) . How they will verify the quality feature by rating? How is rating determined? 

The methdology is not given and diagram drawn by Hand. this project has been developed previously 
many times  and need to change and resubmit. Add more features, options with new technology. 

36 ITM-36
IICT Alumni Portal {OLD: Financial Management 
System for Univerity of Sindh}

Received / 
Accepted

Project must be based on Real data and Dummy data should not be used. Project has to be live and 
working online . Refine objectives more with clear targets.

37 ITM-37 Management of Curriculum Activities
Received / 
Accepted

Please write objectives of the project clearly - crea a web baesd system to create database , add more 
features as currently very small and simple project , add more options or change to better idea. Mention 

the activities at institute level well. Update title to better cleraity

34 ITM-34 Remote Car Control System (SECURO)
Update {Not 

Received}
Write clearly & correctly the problem to be solved. Re-write objectives, with specifc modules to be 

created, for example how secure pattern will be added . Scope needs to be defined clearly.

35 ITM-35 School Management System
Resubmit New 
{Not Received}  

FAIL

There are several such systems developed already and are being used in market. How this System is 
different for others? Wether any school is willing to use it? Better to resubmit with new idea and 

concept. 

32 ITM-32
Android Based Diabetes Assistant Application for 
Patients

Received / 
Accepted

This FYP is very simple and small project. It is mentioned there are several similar apps available, How 
this app will provide Uniqeness and different form other apps. Add more features and more option with 
increased scope. How are you going to measure? are you using a Sensor? Please describe the scheduling 

Algorithm that will triffer events for patients medicine reminder.

33 ITM-33
Management of Land Record through Blockchain 
Technology

Accepted 

31 ITM-31
Muncipal Management System {OLD: Tiles 
Management System (TMS)}

Received / 
Accepted

The project title is "Tiles Managemnt System" however, it is unclear the relationship with the title and 
descripton. Features and project objectives are not clearly menttional that what is the purpose and exact 

function of this project.  Rewrite the proposal with clear features and description, and design 
methodology. 


